Behrens Photography / So You Headshots / So You Photography
Prices for photographers, assistants and electronic files, licensed for personal use*
Our base rate is $150 per hour for each primary photographer and $50 per hour for each assistant. There is
a two hour minimum and there must be at least one assistant for each primary photographer. The assistants
may photograph as well but, their first obligation is to assist the primary photographer.
After the photographs are taken, the images are first reviewed by our staff to ensure quality then a copy of
the images are compressed and listed in our gallery as
1) a public file which can be view by the general public
2) a private file which is password protected

3) an unlisted and private file requiring a link and password to be viewed.
When clients have made their selection of images, the image files are burned to a CD or DVD and
delivered to the client.

The following prices are geared to entertainers who "showcase" and play up to one hour shows.
(The pricing below is for one photographer without an assistant).
$325 + expenses (parking etc.) if paid in full before the show.
$425 + expenses (parking etc.) if paid in full after the show.
After the photographs are taken, the images are first reviewed by our staff to ensure quality then a copy of
the images are compressed and listed in our gallery as
1) a public file which can be view by the general public
2) a private file which is password protected
3)

an unlisted and private file requiring a link and password to be viewed.

When clients have made their selection of images and the agreed amount paid if full, the image files
are burned to a CD or DVD and delivered to the client.

*Personal use licensing includes posting on the internet in personal web sites and MySpace pages.
Please see our licensing agreements for full details.

Note: Photographers liability shall never exceed the value of the client's order
We at Behrens Photography / So You Headshots / So You Photography work at
building long lasting relationships with our clients. So far, all of our customers have
been happy and felt they got more than they bargained for.

